
  Become a fully funded member through life insurance or easy pre-payments

  Some members use term life and invest or pay off the difference at regular intervals. Some use whole 
life or just prepay the costs outright. You have to decide what is best for you, but it is best to act 
sooner rather then later as insurance prices tend to rise as you get older and some people become 
uninsurable because of unforeseen health issues. You may even consider making CI the owner of your 
life insurance policy.

  Keep CI informed on a regular basis about your health status or address changes. Make sure your CI 
paperwork and funding are always up to date. CI cannot help you if we do not know you need help.

  Keep your family and friends up to date on your wishes to be cryopreserved. Being reclusive about 
cryonics can be costly and cause catastrophic results.

  Keep your doctor, lawyer, and funeral director up to date on your wishes to be cryopreserved. The right 
approach to the right professionals can be an asset.

  Prepare and execute a Living Will and Power of Attorney for Health Care that reflects your cryonics-
related wishes. Make sure that CI is updated at regular intervals as well. 

  Consider joining or forming a local standby group to support your cryonics wishes. This may be one 
of the most important decisions you can make after you are fully funded. As they say-”Failing to plan is 
planning to fail”.

  Always wear your cryonics bracelet or necklace identifying your wishes should you become 
incapacitated. Keep a wallet card as well. If you aren’t around people who support your wishes and you 
can’t speak for yourself a medical bracelet can help save you.

  Get involved! If you can, donate time and money. Cryonics is not a turnkey operation. Pay attention and 
look for further tips and advice to make both your personal arrangements and cryonics as a whole a 
success.

  Keep up to date! Read CI Magazine and follow the simple “STANDBY WORKBOOK” exercise in each 
issue.

Suspension Checklist
You’ve signed up for cryonics - what are the next steps?
Welcome Aboard! You have taken the first critical step in preparing for the future and possibly ensur-

ing your own survival. Now what should you do? People often ask “What can I do to make sure I have 

an optimal suspension?” Here’s a checklist of important steps to consider.




